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St. Anthony Park Community Council/District 12

P.O. Box 8124
SaintPaul, MN 55108

To: The Honorable Jessica Palmer-Denig
% OAH Legal Assistant Anne Laska
Office of Administrative Hearings

r! n !ouu 1\onn r.oDen JIreeI
P.O. Box 64620
St. Paul, Minnesota 55164-0620

RE: OAH docket # 7l-9003-36416

February ll,202l

:l!- Lli:_:: l'i .1rr .,rL.i.-.:, i *!ii; l: i:,i i,r I

Dear Honorable Judge Palmer-Denig:

The St. Anthony Park Community Council (SAPCC) supports the proposed MPCA rule change (the
Clean Cars Minnesota rule) that will make electric vehicles (EVs) much easier to find for purchase in
Minnesota. We believe this proposed rule would have almost.no adverse aspects, while essentially all
impaots wouiti be positive. Our suppori sicms frorn the mission of SAFCC to enhance our
neighborhood's quality of life, the vitality of our community, and the effectiveness of our
government.*

In particular within the proposed Clean Cars Minnesota rule, we support the Early Action Only
4 !!! E I . d . ll tt. A 7 ,7 1 4 nI 

^ 
lt ,Lreult Danl(rlrg, Dyslefl Oplrolr. we rcel urc DAIry AU[rUrl rrus UIrs- j.rllrc AiiOUITCIri opirUIr gUsS 10()

slowly and is too timid to address the urgent need to reduce greenhouse gases (GHGs). Our reasons for
supporting the rule and the credit banking system are as follows:

1 - Consumer choice: The proposed rule only adds choices to the marketplace in Minnesota; it does
.--4 l- -1 -:--- D,,----,!- -r1:,-.- 1---,1,--J - -l------- L1--Laifr/ _ftf,:---- r_ I-,--, -llut qsulgasc uflulucs. r\ctigilrul purrrlrE, Ira; arrsauy riilowir I[aI uuTo oI rviiirirgsolairs wair[ lo ouy alr
electric vehicle. Of those, 66Yo wantmore choices than are available in Minnesota now

2 - Federal tax credits. All of the remaining federal tax credits for the different cars not delivered to
Minnesota are essentially unavailable to Minnesota citizens. This is truly unfair to us. It skews national
competition for cars and disproportionately hurts Minnesotans, compared to residents of states that
aireaciy receive ihose oars.

3 - Equity: Minnesota's BIPOC, low-income, and other underserved communities most often carry the
largest burdens of health effects from decreases in air quality and increases in noise, vibration, and
congestion from transportation. All of these factors create individual as well as synergistic health
eiraiiungus. Wc irave alsu scel iirc irorror oi iircse iloreased ireaiiir burticls ureaiing disparalc cxusss
COVID-l9 mortalities and more severe illness.

EVs can offset these negative impacts. Over time, greater adoption of EVs will cumulatively decrease
these impacts, especially in underserved communities. Minnesota has a significant duty to improve the
environment for these communities in our state.

Sr. ANruoNx.,,P,qm
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4 - Climate change: There is no question that climate change is real, and that heat-trapping carbon
from burning fossil fuels is one ofthe worst offenders. Taken together, transportation now makes up
the single largest percentage of carbon sources in the U.S. as a whole and Minnesota specifically.

5 - Air quality: Good air quali{ is critical for maintaining a healthy place to live. Intemal combustion
engines (ICEs) produce not only carbon and heat, but also other deleterious pollutants, such as fine
particulate matter (PM2.5 and PM10), carbon monoxide, low-to-the-ground ozone, and sulfur- and
nitrogen-oxides. EVs produce none of these air pollutants.

6 - Minnesota has not done nearly enough to mitigate its generation of GHGs in the last 15 years:
Minnesota has dropped below the national average in adopting the use of electric vehicles. It has lost its
place near the top in improving the environment or in mitigating climate change. During the 2005-2A20
period, Minnesota had pledged to reduce greenhouse gases by 15%. However, through2020, we have
--,1--1---,- -1,I J---- a1---,- l--- - -- --- On/ -1----tl- -1.C-,--- -L-L-a --1 IrI- .C--1 rf,:--u[ry ugglr aurg LU rguuug tlrtilrr uy il lfigrtr o 70, auuut fiinrwily tu uur Stilt(iu BUar. vv tr lggl rvruulgsula
needs to act now to reclaim its leadership in this, and the rule would help us to do that.

All of these problems are seriously threatening our country, both today and in increasing ways in the
future. We cannot afford to wait any longer to ramp up the opportunity for Minnesotans to buy EVs
and help change the trajectory toward ruin that we are currently on.

In order for consumers to purchase more clean cars, however, such aars must be available. Consumers

can show their support for sustainable energy and for decreasing the use of carbon-producing ICE
vehicles only if lhe state requires vehicle manufacturers to deliver them to Minnesota, so they are

accessible for purchase.

Because of all these factors, our Community Council supports the MPCA rule change, as approved by
our board on February 11,2021. Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

'- '\, , ",, \'\,tt ''\&(t-.ji.r\iu.'.\' '' i

Kathryn N{urray, Executive Director

kathnTn@sapcc. org | 6 5 l - 6 49 - 5992

w\\1tr.sapcc.org



OAH docket # 7l-9003-36415

The Honorable Jessica Palmer-Denig:

L6 February 2021

I fully support the Clean Car Rule proposed by the MPCA. ln short:
o lmproved availability of EV and PHEV models on car lots will lead to
o Higher adoption of electric modes of private transportation, which will indisputably result in
o Greatly reduced COz emissions, which will reduce the rate of global climate change, and
o Greatly reduced particulate and NOx emissions and traffic noise, which will
o lmprove the health and living conditions for all, especially the underprivileged among us.

I own an EV and want to share my experience.

I have been active in environmental protection for about a half-century during my profession as

a USDA scientist and adjunct faculty member at the University of Minnesota and in volunteer
capacities. Despite my knowledge of managed and natural ecosystems and my understanding
of Earth systems, I am embarrassed to admit that I did not fully appreciate the causes and
impact of global climate change until about 2009. The speed of change is breathtaking.

The disruption we see already pales in comparison to what is to come - I wish this weren't true.

Humans are almost incapable in keeping slowly approaching threats in mind, especially those
with invisible causes. So, despite the frequent depictions of climate change and discussion of
how to reduce it on nightly TV news, on the radio, and in print, it is easy to discount it, to feel
that individuals cannot make a difference. I find that even among my highly educated, well
informed friends. But we simply must change our behavior as soon as possible.

My wife and I have taken a lot of personal actions to reduce our carbon footprint - installed
solar photovoltaic panels on our garage roof, reduced food waste to nearly zero, stopped
subscribing to print versions of the newspaper, reduced and then stopped meat consumption,
taking the bus or light rail for local trips whenever possible, never flying unless it's necessary to
see family quickly, but instead take Amtrak for long trips, moving to a smaller home,
subscribing to Windsource, etc. We are part of a Transition Town group that informs our
neighborhood residents and businesses about ways to reduce greenhouse gas emissions - our
motto is "smaller footprint, Stronger community."

The next step was to change what we drove, even though we had cut back to about 500 miles a

month. I did a lot of research. I main goal was to avoid use of fossil fuel, if possible. Almost all
our driving is in town, but we do like to visit state parks, the North Shore, and friends who live
outstate. There were no plugin hybrid vehicles available in Minnesota that had sufficient
electric range to cover all of our local driving and we could not afford a new, long-range EV. We
finally settled on a used Nissan Leaf with a surnmer range of about a hundred miles, about 70 in
winter.



This vehicle has worked well for us most of the time, but my wife is really stressed by range

anxiety, so we're beginning to look for a PHEV. As I experienced a few years ago, it is extremely
frustrating that many models are available only in states with clean car rules. I am loath to
purchase a vehicle out of state, since I know the need for sales taxes to support government

activities here and I am willing to pay them. However, ! must admit that I have considered
either renting a vehicle to drive one-way or even flying and then drive the new vehicle back. But

that's ridiculous and should be unnecessary. The Clean Car Rule would make that unnecessary.

A primary, and crucial outcome of the Clean Car Rule is that more PHEV and EV models would
be made available to the dealers and therefore be on the lot for buyers to try. Once someone
drives an EV, which is quiet except for the tire noise, which has impressive torque so that
getting up to speed when entering a freeway is easy, and which has almost no regular
maintenance requirements, I am confident many more will be sold. Once we have a wider
range of EVs and PHEVs to choose from, competition will help drive prices down. lncreasing
new EV and PHEV car sales will generate more used EV and PHEV and hybrid cars at more
affordable prices, allowing more people to obtain one. Lower emissions and less traffic noise

will benefit people living close to heavily trafficked roads, but also those trying to enjoy the out
of doors at restaurants or parks.

The proposed Clean Car Rule will bring benefits locally and globally. The continuing increase in

climate-forcing gases like COz is evidence that education and voluntary behavior change is

insufficient to reduce the rate of global climate change - some government intervention is
required. The Clean Car Rule proposes reasonable and necessary actions toward helping
Minnesotans achieve a smaller footprint.

Thank you,

1-.J,)***1/,*-
Michael Russelle

2265 Luther Place, Unit 303
Saint Paul MN 66108



February 17,2021
197 lsabel Street West
Saint Paul, Minnesota 55107

reference: Clean Cars Minnesota
oAH 71-9003-36416

Rtiltl trfif i1 tt$ lt
J udge Jessica Palmer-Denig
OAH
600 North Robert Street
P.O. Box 64620
Saint Paul, Minnesota 55164-0620

Judge Palmer-Denig:

I support Clean Cars Minnesota. Clean Cars Minnesota enhances vehicle choice for
consumers, it does not limit choice. General Motors, Volkswagen, and Ford are committed to
an electric fleet of vehicles and are already reducing manufacturing greenhouse gas emissions
(GGE) as well as vehicle GGE. GM announced on January 28,2021 that all GM passenger cars
and sport utility vehicles will be electric by 2035! I want to be able to go to a Minnesota vehicle
dealership and purchase the car of my choice, not the car of the dealer's choice: I have had
the misfortune of going to a dealership inquiring about a specific zero-emission vehicle (ZEV)
only to be told the vehicle is not available in Minnesota and if bought in another state would not
be serviced at the dealership.

Purchasing the ZEV of my choice is important because I believe in science and climate change.
Minnesota needs to step up and join the fourteen states which are reducing GGE through
efforts similar to Clean Cars Minnesota. Minnesota does not have a unique climate or terrain.
What is unique to Minnesota: multiple 1OO-year flood events (during a compact time frame)
along the Mississippi and Red Rivers and reduced ice on Lake Superior causing erosion and
severe economic damage. Climate change is real and GGE are real; Minnesota needs to be a
leader in the Upper Midwest supporting vehicle choice and reduction of GGE toward the goal
of lessening human impact on our environment. Clean Cars Minnesota is a small step toward a
better future. Let's do the right thing for the environment and adopt the Clean Cars Minnesota
rules,

Sincerely,
Deborah Korthof-Stanton







February 18,2021

The Honorable Jessica Palmer-Denig
c/o OAH Legal Assistant Anne Laska
Office of Administrative Hearings
600 North Robert Street
PO Box 64620
SaintPaul' MN 55164-0620 

liii ii$ii ,ii *r i:i!
RE: Minnesota Pollution Control Agency's Clean Cars MN Rule,
OAH Docket No. 7 1-9003-364t6

Dear Judge Palmer-Denig,

I am writing to express my complete support for the adoption of MPCA's Clean Cars Rule, the
proposed standards for low and zero-emission vehicles. More LEVs and ZEVs need to be
available to Minnesota consumers, and we need to be able to take advantage of tax credits that
exist to make them as affordable as possible.

I have a friend who has made himself the "electric car whisperer," helping people get access to
the most affordable EVs wherever they might be available in the Twin Cities. But you shouldn't
have to happen to know someone who can be a personal guide in order to find an EV. Doing the
right thing for clean air and less green greenhouse gas output should be the easiest choice for
people who drive personal vehicles, not the hardest.

If we are going to have personal vehicles on the road at all as the climate crisis intensifies - as it
clearly is, based on the scientific consensus so clearly presented from multiple sources - they
should be run from electricity, not internal combustion engines.

Finally, to have this change from ICE vehicles to EVs happen as quickly as possible, I support
the Early Action Only Credit Banking option.

Minnesota needs to at least meet - and hopefully exceed - its commitments to reducing
greenhouse gas emissions. Transportation is the largest part of our state's emissions, and right
now we are badly lagging on our commitments.

I want to be proud of my state's part in fighting climate change, not ashamed. We need the Clean
Car Rule and the fastest option to begin to catch up on the commitments we have made.

Sincerely,

@q>*
Patricia Thompson
Saint Paul
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